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Abstract
Letters to shareholders (i. e. the first part of a company's Annual Report) represent an
interesting genre for the analysis of epistemic modal expressions. They serve the function to
present a short overview of the company's main achievements as well as an outlook into the
future. They additionally serve a more marketing-oriented goal: to inspire confidence in the
company. Epistemic modal expressions (e. g. may, perhaps, probably) are used in texts for
two main reasons: Firstly, speakers can signal with these markers that they have contentbased reasons to be unsure about the states of affairs they are talking about. This type of use
can be expected to be typical in the context of predictions of future developments. Secondly,
speakers can use them for interpersonal reasons, to open up the discursive space for
alternative positions, leaving the readers their right to form their own opinion. This type of
use can be expected in positive evaluations of one’s own company, which are thus presented
in a mitigated way, avoiding the impression of boasting.
It is in particular the second type of use that can be expected to be highly sensitive to cultural
differences. The present paper analyzes to what extent US-English and German letters to
shareholders differ in the use of these markers, and how these differences are reflected in
English-German translations. Our quantitative analysis of the distribution of all epistemic
modal markers in a multilingual corpus comes to the conclusion that there are notable
differences between English and German original texts. Unlike in other studies on EnglishGerman translations (e. g. Kranich/House/Becher 2012), however, we arrive at the conclusion
that the English-German translations are very closely adapted to the target-language
conventions and show little interference from the English originals.

1
Introduction
In this paper we analyze the use of epistemic modal expressions (such as may, could, perhaps,
probably) in American English and German letters to shareholders representing the first part
of the Annual Report. The paper has a two-fold aim: firstly, we wish to establish contrasts in
the use of such markers between letters written by large US-American and German
companies. Secondly, on the basis of these contrastive results, we take a look at translation
practice, with the following question in mind: to what extent are the translated texts adapted
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to the conventions of the target language community and to what extent do they reflect
communicative practices of the source language community?
Epistemic modal markers represent an interesting field of investigation, because such markers
can be used for two different reasons. Use of epistemic modal marking can be either contentoriented or addressee-oriented (cf. Hyland 1996, 1998; White/Sano 2006). In the first case,
the speaker simply does not have enough information about the states of affairs (SoAs) s/he is
talking about. In the second case, the speaker feels sure enough about the truth of what s/he is
saying, but chooses to use epistemic modal marking as a hedging strategy. That is, s/he
presents the truth of the proposition as only possibly or probably true in order to leave room
for other opinions, not to affront the addressee or not to lose the addressee's sympathy.1
One should note in this context that the notion of hedging encompasses a wider array of
linguistic means than just epistemic modal markers. The term typically refers to all linguistic
strategies/linguistic markers that allow the speaker to weaken the force of a proposition.
Common strategies to achieve this are, on the one hand, vague expressions (e. g. kind of, sort
of), on the other, linguistic means that allow the speaker to make a weaker claim about the
truth of the proposition (cf. Hyland 1996, Markkanen/Schröder 1997: 4–8). Epistemic modal
markers are typical devices employed for the latter purpose (Mauranen 1997: 115f.). The
advantage of limiting the present corpus analysis to epistemic modal markers only is that this
makes the delimitation of the object of study more clear-cut. As Clemen (1997: 242) has
pointed out: "Researchers cannot agree on which lexical items, phrases or syntactic structures
should be classed as hedges […] There are no clear criteria" (cf. also Mauranen 1997: 116). A
study of epistemic modal markers, which can be defined as elements that modify the truth
value of a proposition, is thus a more feasible endeavor, especially if one is interested in
generalizable quantitative results.
Let us now take a look at an example of the content-oriented type (Example (1)) and of the
addressee-oriented type (Example (2)):
(1) In North America, early indications suggest the level of economic activity is likely to
plateau in 2000 following another year of rapid growth in 1999. (DaimlerChrysler
1999)
(2) Perhaps that's why we have one of the lowest staff turnovers in our industry and are
rated as one of the world's most attractive employers. (DaimlerChrysler 1999)
In the first example, the author makes a prediction about a future event, which he has no way
to be absolutely certain of. The use of the epistemic marker is likely to is thus contentoriented. The author of the assertion in (2), on the other hand, can be assumed to use the
epistemic marker perhaps rather than the unmodified version of the assertion not only
because he cannot be completely certain whether what he presented before is really the reason
for the positive result described, but also because presenting such a high praise of one's own
company without any form of hedging might lead to an unfavorable impression of arrogance
and aggressive self-promotion. The use thus has at least an interpersonal component.

1

Hyland (1996: 437) actually proposes a more fine-grained classification than merely the distinction between
content-oriented and addressee-oriented hedges, distinguishing e. g. between accuracy-oriented hedges
(concerned with presenting the information as accurately as possibly) and writer-oriented hedges (which are used
in passages where the writer is reasoning, e. g. in statements such as The figures suggest that…). Hyland (1996:
439) himself, however, stresses the indeterminacy and overlap between these categories. It would thus hardly be
feasible to apply this fine-grained distinction in a quantitative corpus-based approach such as the present one. In
fact, as explained further on in this section, it often does not even seem possible to make a clear, unequivocal
distinction between the two main types, content-oriented and reader-oriented hedges.
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Concerning this latter type of use, it is plausible to expect notable cultural differences. In the
addressee-oriented, interpersonal use of modal marking, politeness norms and cultural
conventions concerning acceptable levels of directness/indirectness and of self-assertion come
into play. Cultural differences between (American) English and German relating to such
factors have been shown to exist in various contrastive and translation-oriented studies of
business communication (e. g. McCallister/Bates 1986; Byrnes 1986; Clyne 1987;
Jenkins/Hinds 1987; Bolten et al. 1996; Böttger/Bührig 2003, 2007; Baumgarten/Özçetin
2008). Anecdotal evidence exists which suggests that English language reports are more
tentative than German ones. A financial specialist reports: "When we get reports from the
Germans for instance they say they will do this they will do that... we soften all that." (quoted
by Pindi/Bloor 1987: 58).
The importance of cultural adaptation in this area should not be underestimated, since the use
of more or less hedging in a text has been shown to have significant effects on readers.
Crismore and Vande Kopple (1997) have found out that the use of hedges has clear positive
effects in the transmission of controversial ideas. Texts with hedges were shown to foster a
more positive development in attitude towards new ideas than unhedged versions of the same
text. Furthermore, the use of hedges increased the motivation to continue reading, and the
authors of texts with many hedges were perceived as warmer. The same study showed that
hedging also has its drawbacks: when the use of hedges is perceived as excessive, readers
doubt the competence and the believability of the author. It is therefore of utmost importance
for a text type as the letter to shareholders, with its central aim of inspiring trust and
confidence in the readers, to strike the right balance. On the basis of the quantitative results on
actual usage in English and German originals, our comparison of current English-German
translated letters to shareholders to German originals will therefore help to provide wellgrounded suggestions for improvements in translator training and translational practice in
international companies.
The paper is structured as follows: after this introduction some previous results on differences
in communicative preferences between English and German will be presented. We will then
provide a brief overview of the function and structure of letters to shareholders in the USAmerican and the German business culture. This will be followed by some remarks about
how epistemic modal marking is used in this particular text type. After presenting our
methodology and the corpus of texts we used for our investigation, we will provide the
quantitative results of our analysis and discuss their relevance, and will conclude by
presenting a summary of the results.
2
English-German communicative contrasts
Differences between English (both American and British English) and German have been
discovered with respect to many different types of discourse. The table below summarizes the
main results:
English
shows a tendency towards…

German
shows a tendency towards...

Indirectness
Orientation towards persons
Orientation towards addressee
Implicitness
Verbal routines

Directness
Orientation towards content
Orientation towards self
Explicitness
Ad-hoc-formulation
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more interactional discourse

more transactional discourse

more involved discourse

more detached discourse

Table 1: Communicative preferences in English and German texts (based on House 1996, 2006)

The English texts, whether produced by British or American authors, thus show a tendency to
be less direct than German texts and to involve the addressee to a greater extent. Both these
points can be expected to have an influence on the frequency of epistemic modal markers in
texts, since such markers make texts less direct (presenting assertions with less force) and
more addressee-oriented (leaving more room for other opinions).
The greater addressee-orientation of English texts has been shown for instance in a study on
the use of sentence-initial but and aber (cf. Becher/House/Kranich 2009) in popular scientific
texts. The use of the sentence-initial conjunction can make a text more addressee-oriented, in
that it simulates a face-to-face interaction in the text. The study showed that the sentenceinitial conjunction is more typical of English than of German original texts, but that EnglishGerman translations show a certain 'shining-through' (Teich 2003) of the English norms and
that this higher use of sentence-initial conjunctions in English-German translations even
appears to trigger a more common use of them in German original texts over time –
presumably because the English texts and the English-German translations function as a
prestigious model in the genre of popular science, which is longer established in the United
States than in Germany (Baumgarten 2008: 410). The cultural filter, normally applied in
translations to make them correspond more to target text conventions (cf. House 1997), is
therefore applied less (cf. also House 2007, Kranich/House/Becher 2012).
The use of epistemic modal marking in English and German originals and translated texts has
been investigated in the genre of popular scientific writing, which brought to light the
contrasts one could expect: English originals use much more epistemic modal marking than
German texts, in particular markers of low certainty (such as maybe, in contrast to markers
such as probably which mark higher certainty) (cf. Kranich 2011a). One can expect that
authors from both cultures use epistemic modal markers where they are really not sure about
the truth of the proposition, but that they differ in respect to the addressee-oriented type of
use. In the same study, English-German translated texts are shown to exhibit frequencies in
between English originals and German originals, which points towards a translation strategy
characterized partly by shining-through of source language norms, partly by adaptation to
target-language norms (Kranich 2011a, cf. also Kranich 2009, which shows how translators
adapt texts to the target language norms in this area).
Finally, in a purely contrastive analysis of English, German and French texts, Kranich
(2011b) has already established that there are contrasts between English and German use of
epistemic modal markers in letters to shareholders. However, the exact (statistically
calculated) extent of the quantitative effects was not yet considered, nor was an analysis of the
way translators handle these contrasts effected. Thus, the results of previous studies make the
present investigation seem a very worthwhile endeavor: we will be able to see to what extent
the same tendencies visible in popular scientific writing hold here, in spite of the vastly
different aims of the two genres,2 and if the translation strategies are similar between these
two genres.
2

Popular scientific texts can be said to pursue the aim of presenting new information to the readers in an
accessible and entertaining way. The hedging use of modal marking can be expected to be necessary in this
genre to make sure that the reader does not feel coerced into giving up his old views of the state-of-the-world in
favor of the new ones presented in the text (cf. also Wilke 1986: 312). Hedging would appear to be particularly
necessary in cases in which the popular scientific text presents the reader with rather unlikely sounding
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3
The function and structure of letters to shareholders
The text type we call 'letters to shareholders' in this paper represents the first part of the
Annual Report. The letter functions both as introduction and as synthesis of the following
collection of documents. Next to this information-conveying function, the letter has functions
related to marketing: it aims at presenting a positive image of the company to (present and
potential) shareholders3 (see the descriptions of the text type by Fløttum 1998, Hyland 1998
and Garzone 2004, 2005).
The letter to shareholders plays a very important role in the communication between
companies and shareholders, as it represents the most widely read part of the whole Annual
Report (Kohut/Segars 1992), especially when it comes to less-specialized readers (Garzone
2004: 321). So it is of great importance to choose the right expressions and find the right tone
of voice to convey a positive image of the company, in order to avoid negative shareholder
reactions.
The structure of the letters is comparable in the American English and the German business
cultures. In the terms of Swales' (1990) genre analysis, one finds the following "moves" in
both cultures:
1. An evaluation of the performance of the company in the relevant year
2. A narrative of the events and results of the relevant year considered most important
3. A declaration of priorities for the future and predictions of future performance
(Garzone 2005: 194)
While all three moves are present in both American English and German letters, there are also
some differences in the typical organization of the letters. For instance, one notes a certain
tendency to present more general evaluative statements in the American letters. Moves 1 and
3 in the model presented above thus take up more space in the American letters than in the
German letters, which puts more weight on the detailed account of concrete events and facts
that characterizes move 2. The following instance presents an example of such a "typical
American" use of general positive evaluation, which has almost the character of a slogan:
(3) Our business is more than just our products and services. It's about an experience.
(DaimlerChrysler 1999)
The results of this qualitative analysis thus indicates that the US-letters seem to put more
emphasis on conveying a positive image, by making use of positive connotations and slogans,
while the German letters put greater weight on the description of tangible results. If one takes
it that the function of the genre 'letter to shareholders' is double, i. e. partly informative, partly
persuasive, we could say that the persuasive marketing component is stronger in the USbusiness culture (cf. Kranich 2011b: 117–118). We will see in the quantitative section

information, e. g. the possibility of future harvesting on the moon. Letters to shareholders, on the other hand,
have the two-fold aim of presenting information and of conveying confidence. They must strike the right balance
between reliable information and marketing. The hedging use of epistemic modal marking in letters to
shareholders can thus be expected in cases where negative news need to be conveyed, as a softener, and also in
cases such as the one in (2), where the absence of hedging would lead to an unfavorable impression of
arrogance.
3 These documents are generally published online these days, so they are accessible to a great number of people.
The letters are nevertheless mostly aimed at the present shareholders and at professional share sellers at the
banks.
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(Section 5) to what extent these global differences in the structure are reflected in quantitative
results concerning the use of epistemic modal expressions.
4
Functions of epistemic modal expressions
Epistemic modal expressions, as pointed out above, can serve both content-oriented and
addressee-oriented functions. The content-oriented function is rather clear-cut. As many
studies on the semantics of modal expressions have stated, epistemic modality serves to
indicate that the speaker is not fully certain that the propositional content of the clause is true
(cf. e. g. Palmer 2001: 8; Van der Auwera et al. 2005: 201; Verstraete 2007: 17). Epistemic
expressions thus attribute less than full truth value to the proposition (cf. Larreya 2009: 13),
i. e. they mark a proposition as not certainly true, but only probably or possibly true (cf. also
Declerck 2009: 48). What is more interesting to us in the context of intercultural
communication and translation is that these markers can also fulfill an interpersonal function.
They can serve as a means of hedging, making assertions in a text less forceful and hence less
threatening to the addressee. Consider the use of may in the following example, taken not
from our corpus, but from the world-wide web:
(4) An individual may have a problem with alcohol if there is constant obsessing about
drinking, repeated attempts and failure to stop on his/her own, or often drinking more
than
planned.
(http://www.alcoholanswers.org/friends-family/recognizing-theproblem.cfm, accessed September 22, 2012)
Objectively speaking, it is not really a mere possibility that an individual fulfilling the listed
conditions has a problem with alcohol, but rather almost a certainty. Why does the author still
choose to use may which conveys that the truth of the proposition is merely a possibility? One
can be fairly certain that interpersonal reasons are responsible: if a reader with an alcohol
problem browses through the website, they will be much more likely to accept the statement
that they may have a problem with alcohol than that they have a problem. The author of the
website is thus much more likely to reach his/her intended communicative goal of provoking
at least some thought about the issue or even getting people to seek help. This goal would not
be reached if the addressee has a strong adverse reaction to the statement even if it is true.
The possibilities for hedging are vast. It can be achieved by a variety of linguistic means and
it can serve different face-saving functions (cf. Hyland 1996: 437). In example (4) it tries to
spare the reader by making a negative proposition about him/her less forceful. It can also save
the face of the writer, by making a positive proposition about him/her more vague. This can
either help to make the writer appear less self-praising (as in example 2), or it can save the
writer from being accused of false promises, as in the example below (also retrieved from the
internet):
(5) We have all the possibilities to offer our customers an overall solution to their needs
for complete electrical automation.
(http://www.jonecsystem.com/index.php?id=23&L=1, accessed September 22, 2012)
The proposition this example contains is rather vague, i. e. it is difficult to know under which
exact conditions it can be said to be true. The example comes from a similar text type as the
one investigated here, namely from the self-presentation of the company Jonec on their
website. The message conveyed presents a very positive self-image and it implies a promise:
since we have all the possibilities to offer a solution, we will offer a solution. This is,
however, only an implicature, and not explicitly verbalized. This type of vagueness can also
be counted as hedging, and it would be very interesting to try to investigate the various
strategies used for this purpose in the genre letters to shareholders, as such rhetoric strategies
are very commonly used in this genre. However, in a quantitative corpus analysis, one also
needs a clear-cut definition as to what to retrieve. As stressed in the introduction, this is
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difficult to attain with regard to the vast and diverse category of hedging strategies. Epistemic
modal markers, on the other hand, can be captured using the following definition: an
epistemic marker is an expression that indicates that the speaker does not express full
certainty concerning the truth of the proposition (Coates 1995: 59). Epistemic marking can be
achieved by a variety of linguistic means, from more grammatical expressions (e. g. modal
adverbs such as probably, modal verbs such as might) to more lexical expressions (e. g. it is
expected that, we believe that).
As noted above, one can distinguish two motivations that play a role in the choice of
epistemic modal marking in discourse: either the speaker is really not sure about the SoAs in
the reference world, or s/he has communicative, interpersonal reasons for acting as if s/he
entertains some doubt. Both motivations can be expected to play a role in the text type we are
investigating. A straight-forward analysis of the corpus instances, deciding in each case
whether we are looking at a content- or addressee-oriented use is not possible: the division is
too fuzzy, as Hyland (1996: 437–439) also points out. Thus, a mostly content-oriented hedge
may also have an additional interpersonal motivation, while a mostly reader-oriented hedge
might also be used to some extent for content-related reasons.
What lets us nevertheless glean some insights about the relation between (mostly) contentand (mostly) reader-oriented use in the three subcorpora may be the distribution of epistemic
modal markers across the tenses. In the letters to shareholders, the company presents both an
overview of past results and the present state of the company and predictions about its future
development. Concerning past and present achievements, it is reasonable to assume that the
author/s of the letters mostly have access to sufficient information to be certain about the truth
of what they are asserting. The use of epistemic modal markers in past and present contexts
will thus typically be interpersonally motivated, as in example (2) above (Perhaps that's why
we have one of the lowest staff turnovers in our industry). When predictions about future
events are made, on the other hand, the company has no way of being absolutely certain that
what they are predicting will come to pass. Use of epistemic modal marking in such contexts
is therefore very likely to be content-related, as in example (1) above (In North America,
early indications suggest the level of economic activity is likely to plateau in 2000). Similarly,
we can assume that authors can generally rely on more certain information when speaking
about the company itself, both in future, present and past contexts, while with regard to
assertions about SoAs outside the company, again such as the one in example (1), authors will
typically have a more limited access to all relevant information. These two factors, temporal
reference and reference to SoAs within or without the company itself, will be investigated
more closely in the present study, in order to see whether there are differences between
English and German texts that can be related to different cultural norms regarding the
appropriate level of hedging, and if there are, how translators deal with them.
5

Corpus and methodology

5.1
The Corpus of Letters to Shareholders
The corpus consists exclusively of letters to shareholders, i. e. the first part of the Annual
Report. We have chosen original (i. e. non-translated) American English and German texts,
and texts translated from American English into German. In order to take into account all
epistemic expressions, regardless of their more grammatical or more lexical status, it was
necessary to conduct a close-reading analysis of the texts. An automatized corpus search
would necessarily have been limited to pre-chosen expressions and thus would have limited
the field of investigation. In order to make this method feasible, we have limited the size of
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the subcorpora to around 40,000 words each, i. e. aroun 120,000 words on the whole. The
exact numbers can be gathered from the table below:
Words
English Originals

38,325

English-German translations

37,290

German originals

41,729

Table 2: The Corpus of Letters to Shareholders

In the process of corpus compilation, specific care was taken to ensure representativeness
across the wide business spectrum, by choosing high-performance companies from different
sectors (i. e. economy, food, leisure, automobile, energy etc.). Comparability of the
subcorpora is ensured by the same means, i. e. firstly, by choosing high-performance
companies, which can be assumed to represent the going standard and to take great
professional care of providing adequate translations, and secondly by choosing letters from
companies from the same broad spectrum of sectors for each subcorpus. The status of the
translations in the corpus is that of official translations which are sent out to the shareholders
and presented on the company's website. It can thus be assumed that significant care was
taken in the translation process and that professional translators were at work. We are
stressing this point in order to underline that even marked translation choices cannot be
dismissed as simply 'bad translations'. Rather, even when we look at unusual translations, we
should assume that the translator aimed at producing a specific effect. In any case, the corpus
compilation is such that the texts in the corpus can be considered representative of the genre
'letters to shareholders', and even though the corpus is small, the number of epistemic modal
markers retrieved from each subcorpus is sufficient to prevent any unusual use in an
individual text from potentially falsifying the overall results.
5.2
Methodology
For our analysis we have extracted all epistemic modal expressions according to the definition
presented above: that an epistemic modal marker is an element in an utterance that makes
clear that the speaker asserts only that it is possible or probable that the proposition is true.
That means, cases such as (1) and (2) were included, because in cases like these, one can
clearly identify an element that marks the truth of the proposition as only possible or likely (is
likely to in (1), perhaps in (2)). Cases where assertions are merely vague, as in example (5)
above (We have all the possibilities to offer our customers an overall solution) were not
included.
A more fine-grained analysis is needed to allow us to see which kind of uses are responsible
for different overall frequencies. After having isolated the elements we are considering as
epistemic modal expressions in this way, we therefore classified these expressions according
to the following three factors (following the analysis conducted by Kranich 2011b):
1.

Grammatical category of the expression

2.

Temporal reference of the expression

3.

Reference to the company itself/reference to SoAs outside the company
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The first factor has been chosen because its inclusion provides us with general insights on
contrasts between the three languages concerning the functional field of epistemic modal
marking. The second and the third factor have both been included in order to enable us to
draw conclusions about content- vs. reader-oriented uses of epistemic modal markers. The
quantitative results are all tested as to their significance using chi²-statistics.
6

Epistemic modal marking in our corpus of Letters to Shareholders

6.1

Overall frequencies
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Figure 1: Total number of occurrences of epistemic marking

As figure 1 shows, there are clear quantitative differences in the number of total occurrences
of epistemic modal items in English originals (EO) and German original texts (GO) analyzed
in the present study. The chi²-test performed on these figures (calculating the relation between
epistemic modal expressions on the basis of total number of words per subcorpus) shows that
the differences between EO and GO are highly significant (χ = 16.461, df = 1, p < 0.001, ϕ =
0.014). EO also differ significantly from German translations (GT), but the difference is less
pronounced (χ = 6.089, df = 1, p < 0.05, ϕ = 0.08). The less pronounced nature of the
difference can be regarded as a consequence of a certain degree of shining-through. However,
the difference in overall frequencies between GT and GO is not significant, which shows us
that the translations are quite successfully adapted to target language discourse norms.
Frequency of modal marking is thus significantly higher in English than in German texts of
this genre, with the German translations showing only a slight, non-significantly higher use of
epistemic modal marking than German original texts.
6.2
Grammatical categories realizing epistemic marking in the corpus
A diverse set of linguistic devices is used to express epistemic modality in the texts analyzed
here, including modal verbs, adverbs, adjectives and particles as well as lexical verbs and
phrases, such as e. g. we assume that or it is to be expected that. Figure 2 shows the number of
occurrences of the different grammatical categories throughout the English and German
originals as well as German translations of letters to shareholders.
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Figure 2: Distribution of epistemic markers according to grammatical category

As figure 2 indicates, English letters to shareholders favor the use of lexical verbs to mark
epistemic modality. In more than half of all instances the authors modify the degree of
certainty with which the proposition is asserted by constructions consisting of a first person
pronoun plus a verb of believing, as illustrated by examples (6) and (7):4
(6) We expect the Organization 2005 program to increase long-term sales growth to 6–8
%. (P&G 1999)
(7) We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. (ADM 1999)
As opposed to the marked preference for this use in English, in German letters to shareholders
greater variation can be observed. The high use of lexical verbs is thus characteristic of the
discourse norms of the genre in English. The chi²-test shows this to be a significant difference
between EO and both GO and GT (p < 0.001 in both cases).5 However, the effect strength is
greater between EO and GO (ϕ = 0.342) than between EO and GT (ϕ = 0.262), which may
suggest a slight degree of shining-through. However, GT and GO again do not differ
significantly from each other in this respect, so that the translations can be said to be welladapted to German textual conventions in this respect as well.
6.3
Temporal reference
As noted above, temporal reference was included in the analysis to see to what extent the use
of epistemic modality serves a content-oriented and to what extent it serves an addresseeoriented purpose in the texts. Findings concerning temporal reference in modalized sentences
are summarized in figure 3:

4

All examples cited in this section are taken from the corpus of the present study.
The exact results of the comparison of lexical verbs vs. all other modal expressions are for EO vs. GT: χ
=12.089, df = 1, p < 0.001***, ϕ = 0.262, for EO vs. GO: χ = 19.410, df = 1, p < 0.001***, ϕ = 0.342.

5
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Figure 3: Distribution of epistemic modal markers according to temporal reference

Since prognoses of future developments of a company form an inherent part of letters to
shareholders and future events are – indeed – not predictable with absolute certainty, it does
not come as a surprise that all text types analyzed here use epistemic modal expressions
mostly in statements referring to the future of the company. In the majority of instances, we
may conclude that epistemic marking is used in a content-oriented way, since the author
cannot be absolutely sure about the content of a proposition presenting future events. As far as
statements about the present and the past are concerned, on the other hand, epistemic modal
use can be assumed to be more often interpersonally motivated, since the speaker is more
likely to possess enough information to formulate the proposition with assurance.
The present analysis shows that the proportion of epistemic modal expressions in present and
past contexts is somewhat higher in the US-English texts (32.4%) and in the German
translations (35.7%) than in German original texts (25.0%). We could assume that this result
reflects the tendency of English letters to shareholders to be more addressee-oriented than
German originals of the same genre (a finding in line with results from previous research on
this genre and on contrasts in popular scientific writing, summarized in Section 2). However,
the results are not generalizable, as they fall short of real statistic significance. The difference
between English and German originals does not turn out to be significant, while, interestingly,
the slightly greater difference between German translations and German originals can be said
to be marginally significant (χ = 3.081, df = 1, p = 0.078, ϕ =0.153).
In the following section we shall see whether reference to the company and to SoAs outside
the company reveal contrasts between the use of epistemic modality in English and German
letters to shareholders.
6.4
Reference to state-of-affairs related and not related to the company
In this last step of our analysis, we distinguished between SoAs that hold within the company
or are closely related to events in the company, and those that are not related to the company.
Example (8) illustrates a sentence presenting a statement about the company, while (9)
exemplifies the portrayal of developments outside the company:
(8) We remain convinced that we have an effective financial services business model. (GE
2008)
(9) By 2017, we forecast that today's emerging markets will account for more than half of
industry unit sales, and our plan is to play a major role in this growth. (GM 2007)
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Results of this analytic step are summarized in figure 4:
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Figure 4: Distribution of epistemic modal markers according to SoAs within and outside of the company

As figure 4 illustrates, English as well as German originals and English-German translations
of the corpus tend to make more frequent use of epistemic elements in statements about the
company itself. This can be assumed to reflect the fact that a much greater proportion of
propositions in this text type overall refers to SoAs in the company, since the function of the
text type is to summarize and evaluate the company's past development and predict its future
development. There are no significant differences between the three subcorpora in this
respect.
This is surprising: As we had hypothesized, there are indeed significant differences in the
frequency of epistemic modal markers between English originals on the one hand and
German (translated and non-translated) texts on the other. We had assumed that such
differences are the result of differences in the interpersonal use of epistemic markers. This
may indeed be so. However, our assumption that different frequencies of interpersonally
motivated modalizations would result in differences in the distribution of the markers across
tenses as well as across statements about the company and other topics was not borne out. An
analysis of the exact translation relations, which we plan to conduct in the future, will
hopefully give us more clarity about the exact nature of the adjustments that the translators
clearly do perform.
7
Conclusions
The investigation presented here aimed at determining differences in the use of epistemic
modal expressions in letters to shareholders written originally in American English and
German as well as in texts translated from English into German. The basis of the contrastive
analysis was provided by a corpus comprising English, German and translated letters to
shareholders issued by multinational stock corporations. In order to identify contrasts in the
frequency of use of epistemic items, all epistemic expressions were isolated through close
reading. Results of this quantitative evaluation show that authors of American English letters
to shareholders tend to use epistemic marking with greater frequency than German writers of
this genre. Apart from differences in overall frequency, the analysis has also revealed
interlingual contrasts in the linguistic devices typically used to realize epistemic modality.
English has shown a clear preference for lexical verbs such as expect, believe, whereas
German tends to use a greater variety of linguistic strategies to express the author's degree of
commitment to what s/he is saying. By further differentiating between epistemic items
according to temporal reference and according to whether they are used in statements about
the company itself or about SoAs outside the company, the analysis intended to further clarify
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the function of epistemic marking in the texts. However, the contrasts in this respect did not
turn out to be significant (or only very marginally).
The analysis presented here suggests that German translations of American English letters to
shareholders are adapted to the target language conventions to a great extent. Nevertheless,
some impact from the English source texts can be observed in the slightly higher frequency of
such expressions overall and in the more frequent use of lexical verbs. Thus, shining-through
as well as cultural filtering takes place. The status of translations in this genre is thus similar
to the status of translations of popular scientific articles, where also a mix of adaptation and
shining-through could be observed (cf. Kranich/House/Becher 2012). Based on the present
study, adaptation is, however, more pronounced in the genre letters to shareholders than in
popular scientific articles.
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